
 
 

SCOTLAND WINTER  
TERMS + GRADES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Where to Start? 
If you are a beginner in the world of mountains, it can be confusing 
and often intimidating when trying to understand the terminology and 
grading systems used. We hope that these explanations help you to 
choose the right level for your goals and feel a little more 
confident. We know that it all sounds far more technical than it is in 
practice and we hope to help guide you through it at your own pace. 

 

Mountaineering :  
In winter mountaineering - summits, easy gullies and major ridges are 
the objectives, moving in a continuous fashion with minimum equipment. 
Summer hillwalkers, scramblers and trekkers can readily make the 
transition to winter mountaineering with some basic training in snow 
skills. Exposure will be encountered and simple rope-work and belaying 
is used for these sections.  
In mountaineering we don’t seek out technical difficulty and only 
tackle what is necessary to complete the day’s objectives. In Scottish 
winter mountaineering technical difficulties are a maximum of grade II 
(see grades below) and the terrain can be tackled with one axe. Good 
stamina and endurance fitness is required. Scottish winter 
mountaineering is excellent preparation for classic Alpine 
mountaineering on snow peaks. 

 

Climbing:  
Climbing is technically more challenging than mountaineering and 
requires more specific training. Summer rock climbing experience 
provides a good base for Scottish winter climbing. Winter climbing 
tackles steeper snow, ice and mixed ground where the rope is used 
continuously and routes are split into several pitches.  
More equipment is used and two axes are required. Routes are chosen 
for their technical challenges as well as the quality of the line. 
Completion of the route, rather than reaching the summit is the main 
objective of each day.  
General fitness must be good, and specific strength requirements are 
added when climbing. A Scottish winter climbing course for beginners 
will climb routes of grade I, II and III. Competence in grade III 
climbing provides a good basis for the harder Alpine peaks and easier 
Alpine face routes. 

 

 

 



 
 

Technical Climbing:  
Technical winter climbing refers to grades from III upwards where 
difficulties are sustained and intricate with steep and potentially 
strenuous sections of climbing. Technical climbers need plenty of 
previous winter mountaineering plus regular rock climbing (indoors and 
outdoors) to build up to these grades. 
 

Which one should I choose? 
There is a widespread misconception that technical climbing is more 
challenging and a greater accomplishment than mountaineering. On the 
contrary, classical mountaineering provides test of endurance, 
commitment and speed quite that equals any steep technical climb. For 
example, to traverse the Cuillin Ridge in winter conditions requires 
technical skills no greater than level III, yet it is a far more 
prolonged, serious achievement than a short grade VI climb.  
Each person will have a leaning towards mountaineering or climbing 
according to what suits their ability, technique and goals.  
We encourage people of all abilities to to try each style out in 
practice to see which approach suits them. 

 

Grades:  
Each route or climb is graded - see definitions of the grading below: 

 

I  Simple snow gullies up to 50° and easy ridge scrambles 
on rock and snow 

II   Snow gullies, ridges and faces at 50-55° angle with 
short sections of 60-65° 

 III  Gullies, buttresses and face climbs containing 
substantial pitches of 60-75° 

IV   Ice and mixed climbs with significant sections of 
70-80° 

V   Ice gullies and mixed buttresses with several steep 
pitches between 75-90° 

VI    Ice and mixed climbs with sustained difficulties 
close to or at 90°  

 

 



 
 

  
The overall grade reflects length, quality of protection, location and 
exposure of the climb as well as difficulty. There is some variation 
of grades according to the build-up of snow and the condition of the 
ice. 
 
Climbs of grade III and upwards are also given a numeric technical 
grade to show the difficulty of the hardest moves. These currently run 
from 1 to 10. For example, a route of grade IV, 3 might be a long 
climb with potential hazards or little protection but with a 
relatively low level of technical difficulty, whereas a route of IV, 6 
standard describes a well-protected and possibly quite short climb 
with steep and strenuous sections of technical climbing. 

 
 
If you have any questions, get in touch: info@moran-mountain.co.uk. 
 

We look forward to seeing you in Scotland! 
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